EASC Awards Fellowships for Japanese and Taiwanese Studies

Congratulations to EASC’s Association for Japan-U.S. Community Exchange (ACE) – Nikaido Fellowship and Tsai Family Research Fund for Taiwan Studies Award recipients for 2014-15!

10 graduate students were awarded the ACE-Nikaido fellowship to advance understanding of Japan and US-Japan relations through research, language training, or area studies. 20 faculty, graduate students, and undergraduate students received the Tsai Award to research and study Taiwan.

Job Opportunity: EASC Program Specialist

EASC is seeking a new Program Specialist to join our team and we hope to have someone in place by May 29, 2014. We will be interviewing candidates in the next several weeks in order nominate a candidate by early May. If you know of any interested and qualified candidates who would be committed to the EASC mission, please refer them to the position posting and encourage them to apply by the end of this week as the position posting will soon be closed.
Event Wrap: Spring 2014 EASC Grad Mixer
Nearly 50 graduate students joined us for the Spring 2014 EASC Graduate Mixer on April 17. Held every semester, the Grad Mixer allows graduate students focusing on East Asia to meet and engage in a relaxed setting with peers from across a wide range of disciplines. This semester’s event included students from several departments throughout Dornsife and the professional schools. If you were unable to attend this semester, please keep an eye out for announcements regarding our next Grad Mixer in fall 2014!

Internships
Exhibitions/Media Arts/Production Summer Internship, Japanese American National Museum

Funding
Asia Library Travel Grants, University of Michigan

Events Around USC
Building U.S.-China Trust Through Next Generation People, Platforms & Programs
TUESDAY | APRIL 22 | 4:00 – 5:30 PM | U.S.-China Institute

Kokoro (True Heart)
THURSDAY-SUNDAY | APRIL 24-27 | School of Dramatic Arts

Immigration Nation Japan?: Immigration Policy, Immigration Integration, and the Future of Multiethnic Japan
FRIDAY | APRIL 25 | 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM | CJRC

Hapa Japan Remix
SATURDAY | APRIL 26 | 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM | CJRC